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In these current days of Newtoniana we have come upon Brasch’s survey 
[1952] of copies of Newton’s Principia in the United States, Canada, and Mexico. 
This and other papers by Brasch [1928, 19391 have prompted us to comment on 
the survey itself and to show how a complementary and somewhat wider, but still 
partial, survey has initiated a series of studies on the diffusion of Newtonianism in 
Latin America during the 18th and 19th centuries. 
Brasch’s work [1952] does not discuss the scope of the Mexican part of his 
survey-in particular, it does not indicate if he contacted any Mexican libraries 
other than the National Library in Mexico City. Yet there is a strong possibility 
that other libraries in Mexico hold copies of the British Latin editions of the 
Principia (first, 1687; second, 1713; and third, 1726), the Dutch reprint of the 
second of these editions, or the Geneva Latin edition, with commentary and 
annotations by the Franciscan Minims T. Leseur and F. Jacquier [Newton 1739- 
17421. 
Another drawback to the southern part of Brasch’s survey is its limitation to 
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Mexico. Indeed, copies of the above-cited editions have been reported or found in 
public and monastic libraries in Colombia [Albis 1987; Arboleda 1987a, 1987b; 
Martfnez-Chavanz 19861, and we suspect there are similar holdings in Mexico, 
Ecuador, and Peru as well. Thus, in order to complete Brasch’s work, his survey 
should be extended farther south and should ask for reported or found copies of all 
editions of the Principiu, including the Geneva Latin edition which circulated 
among the Spanish scientific community almost immediately after its appearance. 
In a query of this sort (which we think is a bibliographical and historical must) it 
should be kept in mind that in all probability some of the reported copies, extant in 
the 18th and 19th centuries, may no longer be found in their original arrival places, 
but rather abroad on the shelves of public institutions or private collections, as a 
consequence of verifiable looting of Latin American public, monastic, and univer- 
sity libraries by unscrupulous book merchants during this century. For example, 
the complete set of the Principiu that Humboldt [ 19821 saw at the Franciscan San 
Agustm Convent in Bogota in 1801, and that we suspect corresponds to the 
Geneva edition, may have suffered from this looting. Perhaps not, but we have 
been unable to locate it up to now at the Biblioteca National (Section de libros 
raros y curiosos) in Bogota, where the first volume of the Geneva edition [Newton 
1739-17421 still is secured. 
This search for copies of classics of science such as the Principiu and textbooks 
where its content and philosophy were expounded-including ‘SGravesande’s 
Physices elementa rnathematica, experimentis conjirmata (Leyden, 1720-1721) 
and Philosophiae Newtonianae institutiones, in usus academicos (Leyden, 1723); 
Musschenbroek’s Elementa physicae (1734) and Zntroductio ad philosophiam na- 
turalem (1762); Paulian’s Dictionnuire de physique port&if (1758); Nollet’s Le- 
cons de physique experimentale (6 vols., 1738); and Sigaud de La Fond’s Z%mens 
de physique theorique et experimentale (1783)-has proven to be a very useful 
tool in the study of the diffusion and transmission of Copernicanism and Newto- 
nionism in the periphery of learned centers, such as the Vice-Royalty of New 
Grenada [Arboleda 1987a]. To the books already listed we should add the report 
written by J. Juan and A. de Ulloa [1748] on the results of the French Academy 
Expedition to measure the meridian, published before its French counterpart, 
Bouguer [ 17491. This report, scientifically influential in the Vice-Royalty, contains 
a very good introduction to Newtonian physics, some of whose theoretical con- 
clusions were at the origin of the expedition [Albis 1987; Albis & Martmez- 
Chavanz 1987; Estrella 1986; Keeding 1973; Lafuente & Mazuecos 19871. 
A prominent figure in the diffusion of the new physics in New Grenada was Jose 
Celestino Mutis, to whom we owe the first (unpublished) Spanish (and therefore 
American) translation of the Principia (ca. 1770). There are extant fragments of 
this translation at the Royal Botanical Gardens in Madrid [Arboleda 1987b]. This 
long-forgotten feat predates the published translations into Italian (1793), German 
(1872), Swedish (1927), Dutch (1932), and Russian (1943), and, of course, the 
translation into Spanish done by Escohotado [Newton 19821. 
As shown in [Albis 1987; Arboleda 1987a, 1987b; Martinez-Chavanz 19861, by 
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the end of the 18th century the efforts of Mutis and some of his predecessors to 
teach the new physics in this peripheral milieu of the Americas precipitated many 
dissertations on the subject in the universities of Bogota and Popayan (for exam- 
ple, “De philosophia naturali que physica dicitur”; “Physices elementa mathe- 
matica experimentis confirmata. Sive introductio ad philosophiam newto- 
nianam’ ’ ; and “Elementos de filosoffa natural . . .“) as well as Jose F. de 
Restrepo’s Lecciones de f&xx [1825], which we consider to be the first native 
textbook on Newtonian experimental physics ever printed on the American conti- 
nent. 
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The authors are writing a history of the Department of Mathematics of the 
United States Military Academy. The Academy was founded in 1802, and the 
Mathematics Department was organized in the same year. There have been 17 
department heads since 1802. 
Because of the Military Academy’s place in history as the first American engi- 
neering school, the early professors in the department had great influence on 
American mathematics education through textbook writing and national entrance 
testing. Probably foremost among those early professors was Charles Davies, who 
as department head from 1823 to 1837 wrote over 25 mathematics textbooks. The 
impact of Davies as well as the other professors who wrote textbooks will be 
covered in the history. 
We expect much of the history to involve the people, curriculum, and pedagogy 
of the department. Other topics related to the Academy’s Mathematics Depart- 
ment that are under consideration for investigation in the project and for inclusion 
in the history are the 18th- and 19th-century American textbooks, the Olivier 
string models, the first Putnam Exam, the first use of the blackboard for teaching, 
and the evolution of computational devices for the classroom (abacus, slide rule, 
calculator, and computer). 
The authors welcome any information or advice that could help this project, 
especially from authors who have written a department history. We also would 
like to learn of any holdings of books by West Point mathematics professors of the 
early 19th century, any contributions to mathematics by Academy graduates, the 
early history of the Putnam Exam, and material on the Olivier string models. 
